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Everything You Need to Know Samsung Iced Earth is a heavy metal band formed in 1983. The band is one of
the pioneers of extreme music genres (such as death metal). The band is part of the German musical scene
and was influenced by Led Zeppelin and Black Sabbath. The band originally formed in Aachen, North Rhine-
Westphalia, Germany, where they had lived together from late 1978 to the beginning of 1984. The group was
originally named Steel, but changed its name to Iced Earth soon after. The band is best known for its line-up
changes, with frontman Jerry "Wino" Lione adding new members and replacing longtime drummer Ingo
Schwichtenberg as the band entered a new phase of its career, switching between the genres of death metal
and power metal. The band released its first studio album, entitled Iced Earth, on November 15, 1988,
through Riot! Records, which was re-released in 2007 through Nuclear Blast Records. The album was
followed by Faith Healer, which featured new drummer John Christ, who would remain part of the group's
line-up until shortly before Iced Earth's disbandment, and Blood Fire Death, on which Iced Earth switched to
a death metal-influenced sound. The band released its second studio album, entitled Volume Four, on
February 8, 1992, to critical acclaim. It was the group's last album to be distributed by Ikeda Productions,
before Ikeda left the group and formed Act Records. Tied Me Down (The Final Journey) is the final studio
album of Iced Earth, which was recorded on September 16–17, 1995, during which the group switched its
sound yet again, to a style it had been experimenting with during its time on Nuclear Blast Records, although
the albums is still categorised as metal. Released on March 15, 1997, it was the band's last album to be
released through Ikeda Productions. The album reached the top 30 on the German and Austrian charts. Black
Labyrinth is an EP released on June 25, 2001, to critical acclaim, it is also the band's first EP to feature new
drummer Brian Esch. This was also the first album not to feature founding members James "Mogg" Melling
and Doug Sampson, although John Christ and John Stanier would later
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